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1 Background
This document forms part one of the Evidence Report that supports the formation of the Crofton Park and Honor Oak Park neighbourhood plan. Part one outlines the
neighbourhood’s context in terms of its geographic location and historical origins and the relevant policy context. The whole Evidence Report defines the findings, places
this in context to the Borough policy and strategic goals, and begins to set out potential plan strategies and objectives to be taken forward during the formation of the final
plan itself. The purpose of gathering the evidence is to highlight key issues and priorities so that the neighbourhood plan could focus its development and improvement
efforts

This section one describes how the various documents fit together to form the plan and outlines the approach taken to gather the evidence behind the plan’s emerging
themes and priorities.
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1.1 Plan Document Framework

1.2 Evidence Base Document Structure

Several documents together form the complete development of

The evidence base is presented as 5 documents as follows:

the neighbourhood plan. All can be found under the publications
sections on the Forum’s website here:
http://croftonhonoroakpark.neighbourhood.space/publications/.



the various components come together to form the

In summary, they include:




neighbourhood’s future development vision as well as the
1

Constitution : This sets out the formal governance of the

broad steps taken towards formulating this evidence base,

neighbourhood forum as an unassociated community

and hence the plan itself. It also describes its location and

group.

historic context, i.e. where it is and how it came to be.

Governance Arrangements2: This details the governance





Parts Two to Five detail the neighbourhood analysis
themes:

structures and procedures that must be followed as part



Part One outlines the overall context for the plan and how

of the Forum’s neighbourhood planning process.



Part One – Background Context

Communications & Engagement Strategy: Sets out a



Part Two – People

stakeholder mapping and our approach to better



Part Three – Environment

communication and engagement.



Part Four – Infrastructure & Built Environment



Part Five – Economy and Local Businesses

Evidence Base: Made up of several documents, these set
out the data collation, analysis, survey results and other
evidence that form the justification for the development



Each key theme is presented as follows:


current status of key issues, strengths and

plan; they include:


weaknesses.

This document as well as Parts 2 – 5 compiled by
forum volunteered time.



Site Assessment Report compiled by AECOM3.



Evidence Base Summary compiled by Planning





Vision Statement compiled by Planning Aid5.

Vision and Neighbourhood Strategy: Sets out the
overarching vision and aspiration of residents, turning the
evidence into a strategy to take forward; it includes any
wider aspirations, projects that cannot be taken forward

Policy Context - Highlights any pertinent policies
relevant to the topic in question which may impact
any options or decisions on neighbourhood
policies

Aid4.


Status – summarises the findings in terms of the



Potential Actions – Gives recommendations of the
actions or potential policy objectives that the
Forum could consider taking forward or
projects/interventions it could undertake in future
to meet their visions and aspirations.

by an adopted plan itself, but create a framework within
which future changes or additional delivery mechanisms
address.



Neighbourhood Development Plan: Sets out the Crofton
Park and Honor Oak Park Development Plan policies
themselves.
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1.3 Evidence Gathering Approach
The forum’s approach to communication and engagement is set
out by its Communications and Engagement Strategy6. It details
the communication channels used, a list stakeholders who where
consulted, as well as a broad timeline forming a communication

4. Site surveys were undertaken to gain a better
understanding of the physical environment.
5. Consultant engagements – these involved undertaking
research on specific issues to help towards plan’s
development.
6. Regular forum meetings – to communicate findings and

plan.

get input and approvals.
Various methods have been used to compile the evidence base
for forming and prioritising the key themes of the plan. These
have included:

7. Outreach through postal mailouts as well as through the
forum’s online social media channels to encourage
participation and get as much input as possible.
8. Working Groups who worked to further investigate key

1. A desk top analysis of typical datasets – this was done to

issues and formulate objectives around priority themes.

get a broad understanding of the area and pick out what
they key issues might be.
2. Public surveys – these were initiated where relevant to
gather people’s view on what the key issues are as well as
gauge views on options. These were done both using
traditional methods (physical meetings and online survey
monkey form) as well as through the Forum’s chosen
online consultation portal called Stickeyworld.
3. Engagement events and consultations – The forum held
various engagement events such as neighbourhood walks,
workshops, focus group workshops with particular
community groups. All events are listed here:
http://croftonhonoroakpark.neighbourhood.space/calenda
r/. These resulted in many community views, opinions,
ideas and general thoughts which helped inform the
emergence of key vision and strategy themes. A summary
of the outcomes from each specific event is outlined on
the news page of the forum website:
http://croftonhonoroakpark.neighbourhood.space/categor
y/news/. This document incorporate all the material as
necessary into the relevant sections.
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2 Location Context
This section details the geographic context of the neighbourhood area and general perceptions about people’s identity with the place. It broadly describes how the
neighbourhood is composed spatially and how it is located within the broader geographic setting of SE London. Figure 2 shows an aerial view of the neighbourhood.
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Physically, the neighbourhood is bounded by the railway line along

The neighbourhood area was formally designated by Lewisham

edge, and the Sevenoaks service railway line running west-east in

Council in July 2014. The area follows the boundary of the Crofton

the northern end, It is severed down the middle by TfL’s B218

Park electoral ward in the London Borough of Lewisham, as

strategic road route, referred to as the Brockley Corridor by recent

illustrated in Figure 3. However, the area could be considered to be

proposals to improve it.

N

2.1 Neighbourhood Area

the western edge, South Circular (Standstead Road) on its southern

made up of several micro-neighbourhoods, each with its unique
character and identity. These have a strong influence on the way
people identify with their neighbourhood as a whole. This shows

It is often described as a quiet residential suburb. Since the

through in the selection of the name itself, where residents felt the

extension of the East London Line (now the London Overground,

area was not identifiable in just one way and that not all residents

opening in May 2010), it has become more accessible as a

identified with the neighborhood by the ward name alone.

commuting neighbourhood and a desirable place to live, especially
for young families

The area is between two major town centres being Lewisham High
Street and Catford. The area itself is characterized by Lewisham’s

2.2 Geographic Context

Local Development Framework (LDF) as a Neighbourhood Centre
making reference to the Crofton Park shopping parade end of the
neighbourhood. Local shops have recently branded this area as
“Crofton Park Village” with merchandise now promoting it as an
urban village. Whilst this centre seen as strategically more
significant, the neighbourhood has a number of distinct local

Crofton Park Ward is one of 18 wards in the Borough of Lewisham in
South East London. It boarders Southwark on the western edge

Figure 1: Lewisham Context. Source: Sustainable Community Strategy
2008-2020, pg 13.

beyond the railway line. Figure 1 illustrates its location context just
south of the River Thames and in relation to the broader Thames
Gateway area.

shopping parades, notably the Honor Oak Road and Brockley Rise
sections of the highstreet.

The area falls outside of the London Plan strategic development
sites of Catford and New Cross (see ‘Areas for Regeneration’ on
Figure 1) and considered by Lewisham council as a low priority and
slow growing residential area (personal communication).

Figure 2: Aerial Photograph of Crofton Park Ward. Source: Lewisham Council dated 2009
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Figure 3: Neighbourhood Area
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2.3 Sub Neighbourhoods
Neighbourhood identity is something that resonates quite strongly
with the residents. Some feel attached to their postcode, others to
the general shopping parade high street name being the focal point
of their neighbourhood and others to the area as a whole identifying
more widely with the broader areas of Brockley or Forest Hill. The
predominant postcodes covered by this area include SE4 and SE23 –
See Figure 4, which again have been found to have a profound effect
on people’s broader association with the place of Brockley and
Forest Hill. Nevertheless, the gravitas of the area proved equal no
matter how identity was personally formed.

Viewed another way, four predominant areas appear to resonate with
the residents: Brockley, Crofton Park, Honor Oak and Blythe Hill –
See Figure 5. These generally depict the physicality of the
neighbourhood, defining generally the built form and architectural
character of the area. The boundaries shown in Figure 5, whilst
arbitrary, generally reflect the predominant perception of
neighbourhood areas.

Figure 4: Post Code Areas of Crofton Park – Approximate Boundaries

Figure 5: Sub Neighbourhood Areas – Arbitrary Definition
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3 Historic Context
This section documents the historic context of the neighbourhood, based on both a desk top analysis of online resources and library archives as well as anecdotal resident
knowledge.
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3.1 Neighbourhood Origins
The area now known as Crofton Park is actually the original heart of
Brockley Village. The name Brockley is thought to originate from
‘Broca’ meaning a clearing in the woods or a clearing of the brook.
Some say it is the old word for Badger.

Brockley in essence, is today often associated with the wider area
stretching from Lewisham way to Forest Hill. The area grew from
small agricultural settlements occupied by wealthy landowners
(Noakes family and Tyrwhitt-Drake being those most quoted). In the
southern end of the area, around Blythe Hill, large manor houses still
stand, now mostly subdivided into smaller flat units. The area
remains largely middle class in nature with small pockets of relative

Figure 6: Brockley Jack c. 1890s. Source Lewisham Historical Archives
Figure 7: Brockley Hall c. 1863. Source Lewisham Historical Archives.

deprivation.
The area started to become more populous in late 19th and early 20th

A number of key stations were served by the Croydon railway and

centuries, as a result of the arrival of the Croydon railway in 1839.

Catford loop railway, notably Brockley Station (opened in 1871),

The area started to densify, largely with terraced housing from mid

The railway line followed the viaduct of the previous Croydon Canal

Brockley Lane (1872, now closed) and Crofton Park Station in 1892.

19th centuary. Development had started earlier nearer the South

(evident on the George Cruchley 1833 Map – See ).

Circular Road and Forest Hill compared to the northern part of the
Crofton Park as the area’s name, came to be after the opening of the

Before this time, only a few prominent buildings stood, notably

railway station here. The name has no previous relevance or

Brockley Farm, Manor Farm (broadly around the area where St

historical connection to the area. Even the local library, built as one

Hildas now stands), the Brockley Jack public house (Figure 6) and

of the Carnegie libraries was originally called the Brockley Library.

Brockley Hall (Figure 7) (now terraced housing on Brockley Hall

For this reason, identity with the wider Brockley area is quite strong

Road). The Brockley Jack pub was owned by the Noakes family and

with some residents.

lived in Brockley Hall. Only the Brockley Jack survives, but since
rebuilt and massively changed from its original form.

area, from as early as 1850s. The centre of Crofton Park is marked
as being called Brockley Green on the historical maps. This was the
part which extended on both sides of Brockley Road from the
present Brockley Grove to the beginning of Brockley Rise. From
Brockley Green the lane continued south to Forest Hill along the
course of the present Brockley Rise, and another lane, also called
Brockley Lane, went eastwards to Ladywell and Lewisham along the
course of the present Brockley Grove. Brockley Green and Brockley
Farm were laid out for housing from c1870, and residential
development began to cover the whole area. The Brockley Hall
grounds were not developed until the 1930s.

The Brockley Cemetery was opened in 1858 to serve the growing
population of Deptford. The development of the two parts of Brockley
was continuous and nearly complete by 1917. After World War I
Brockley as a whole began to lose its exclusivity as the wealthy
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began to relocate to the outer suburbs and the big houses were

(http://croftonpark.com) and Forest Hill

increasingly sub-divided.

(http://www.se23.com).


Other historical blogs such as http://www.idealhomes.org.uk/lewisham/assets/histories/brockley

The earliest map found dates back to 1650 (Knotts), and represents
a small hamlet of landholders believed to depict the old Brockley
Green Area – See Figure 9.



(local.studies@lewisham.gov.uk)



John Roque’s map of 1749 shows the hamlet of Brockley in context
to the wider area, clearly marked as “Brockley Green” – See Figure

Lewisham Local History and Archive Centre
Lewisham Local History Society
(http://www.lewishamhistory.org.uk/)



Lewisham Heriage

11. Most of the area appears to be agricultural land but with three

(https://picasaweb.google.com/lewishamheritage &

woodland areas clearly marked which are now the areas of One Tree

http://lewishamheritage.blogspot.co.uk/)

Hill, Brockley (Private) Park and Ladywell Cemetary. South West of



Brockley Society (http://www.brockleysociety.org.uk/)

the current Standstead Road (marked as Staucer Lane on the 1749



Lewisham Photos (http://boroughphotos.org/lewisham).

map) the area appears to have been marshland known as Crow



Ken White’s 1999 Account of Crofton Park

Green and Hensford Pond.

By 1870 the area to the south began to be occupied with large
manor houses and big gardens. While those on (historic name) North
Road, Grove Road and South road are now replaced by the social
housing estate of Ewart Road and the Malham Road Industrial
Estate, those around the Blythe Hill area remain.

The arrival of Crofton Park Station starts to develop the Northern end
of the area, with terraced housing beginning to appear on the Town
Plans of early 1900s, around Merritt Road, Darfield Road, Whitbread
Road – See Error! Reference source not found.. The middle part
remains largely untouched, but by 1930s/40s, most of the area is
now occupied with terraced residential housing.

3.2 Information Sources
A number of key sources have been used to compile this section
including:


Local Blogs, including Brockley Central
(http://brockleycentral.blogspot.co.uk), Crofton Park
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Figure 8: Knotts 1650 Map - Redrawn from original by local resident.
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1 One Tree Hill Oak of Aron woodland survives in part as One Tree Hill in Honor Oak Park. It is
a 7 hectare public park, local nature reserve and Site of Borough Importance for Nature
Conservation, Grade 1 falling within the London Borough of Southwark. 2 Brockley Hill Park

Estate Ornamental Garden The area shown as a woodland on John Roque’s map of 1745,
although none of the extant trees date from that time. It is now a hidden private garden owned and
managed by residents of adjoining properties represented by a Trust which formed in 1853. The
park is now run by the Brockley Hill Trust Garden. 3 Blythe Hill Fields From pasture lands to
brick fields to a modern day park, Blythe Hill Fields stands at c. 70m high with panoramic views of
Canary Wharf. 4 Stanstead Road Previously Steucers Lane - now a busy A road forming the
South Circular. 5 Brockley & Ladywell Cemetery Established as two separate cemeteries in
1858. By 1914 Lewisham Cemetery had been renamed Ladywell, and Deptford later became known
as Brockley.

Brockley Grove Previously known as Brookley Lane.

Approximate Location of current Crofton Park Station.

Brockley Path Previously known as

Wood Lane, the Brockley Path forms part of the green chain walk.

Catford Lane

is now Brockley Road which leads to Brockley Rise, Brockley Rise being the orginal main road. This
area is now known as Stondon Park.

Telegraph Hill Plow’d Garlick Hill now Telegraph Hill.

11 Catford Bridge Catfoot Bridge and Catfoot River now Catford Bridge

and the

Ravensbourne River.

Figure 9: Map 1 – John Roque c 1979
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Figure 10: George Cruchley Map 1833. Source http://www.ideal-homes.org.uk/lewisham
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1 One Tree Hill Oak of Aron now becomes the Oak of Honor Wood and has been greatly
reduced by the formation of fields. Legend has it that on 1 May 1602, Elizabeth I picnicked with
Sir Richard Bulkeley of Beaumaris in the Lewisham area by an oak tree at the summit of a hill.
The tree came to be known as the Oak of Honor. However, the tree that is currently surrounded
by railings is an oak that was planted in 1905 as a successor to the historic one. 2 Crofton

Park The heart of Brockley is historically the area around Crofton Park Station, not the area
now attributed to the name around the current Brockley Station to the north. Crofton Park was
a name devised with no contextual basis by the railway company when the station was built in
1892. 3 St Hilda’s Church Brockley Green Farm, or Manor Farm was the area now where
approximately St Hilda’s church is standing.

4 Brockley Hall Road The original Brockley

was a hamlet grouped around Brockley House, later called Brockley Hall and the Castle Inn,
later called Brockley Jack. Standing in place of Brockley Hall today is residential housing
bounded by Brockley Road, Brockley Hall Road and Sevenoaks Road. Standing on Brockley
Road, imagine it behind the pink hoarding that currently hides the demolished commercial
properties.

5 Brockley Jack There has been a pub on this site for several hundred years,

with previous names documented as ‘The Crooked Billet’ in the 1700s, Castle Inn in the 1800s. It
became the Brockley Jack after it was rebuilt in 1898 by the Bermondsey brewer Wickham
Noakes, who lived in Brockley Hall. The pub retains its original timber casement windows. There
is a grand entrance porch, now used by the theatre. 6 Stanstead Road Historic road name
not marked on this map. 7 Perry Vale Perry Slow (called Perrys Low on Roque’s map) is the
bend in Perry Vale next to the former fire station. 8 Honor Oak Park Road Historic road
name not marked on this map. 9 Sevenoaks Road Historic road name not marked on this
map.

Figure 11: Map 2 c. 1977. Source Unknown
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1 Standstead Road Appears on the c.1870 map as Standstead lane or Catford Road. 2
Vancouver Road Appears as Blind Lane on the c.1870 map. 3 Montem Road Modern
day Montem Road is just the bend of the road. The road which is parallel to St German’s
Road (St Germain’s Road on the c. 1870 map) is now Brockley Park.

4 Brockley Hill Park

The Conservative Land Society’s estate was laid out in 1853 between Duncombe Hill and
Lowther Hill and the preserved open space of Brockley Hill Park. Whilst the Trusts title
referred to it as ornamental gardens, the site is still covered with trees. This plan shows a
proposed church in the middle of the garden with an access road running north/south, but
this was not carried out. Instead the church of St Saviour’s was eventually built on flatter
land in Brockley Rise in 1875. 5 Ewart Road Estate The early working class area, cleared
in c. 1970 for the Ewart Road Estate, is shown with roads called North Street (now Ewart
Road), Grove Road (now Dalmain Road) and South Street (now Malham Road).

6

Brockley Rise Shown on the map as Brockley Lane. 7 Blythe Hill Fields Now clearly
bounded by Brockley View and Ravensbourne Park Crescent with their large villas. 8

Blythe Hill Fields Now clearly bounded by Brockley View and Ravensbourne Park and
Crescent with their large villas. 9 Montacute Road Existing on the map as an access
road to Summerfield House (also known as mansion of Hillfield House) still surviving as no.
82.
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Figure 12: Map 3 c. 1870
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Figure 13: Map 5: County Series Map c 1906 – 1939. Source Landmark from Lewisham Council
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Figure 14: Map 6: National Series 1944 - 1993
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Figure 15: Ken White’s 1999 Hand drawn map of Crofton Park – The Old Brockley Green
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Brockley Green as well as haymaking in the Brockley Green fields

3.3 Built Heritage

3.5 Cultural Heritage

opposite St Hilda’s church.
A number of prominent buildings of architectural note are found in

The broader Brockley area is known as a focus for the arts in South

the area, of arts and crafts architectural style. St Hilda’s Church and

London, with the 60s bringing in an influx of ‘bohemian’ artists and

the Rivoli Ballroom have listed status. Other locally listed buildings of

musicians. The arts and culture scene resonates quite strongly in

importance include the Crofton Park Library. There is a significant

and around the area, with several annual festivals and local pubs

number of Victorian housing, however significant bomb damage

often showcasing local musicians. This has continuously been

during the war resulted in infilling in many of the streets with

quoted by many residents at engagement events as creating a great

cheaper buildings in among the Victorian terraces. The rest of the

community spirit and is one of the reasons they like living here.

residential housing is mostly 1920s/30s in style.

Brockley celebrates its arts scene in a number of ways:


Annual opening of artist studios http://www.brockleyopenstudios.co.uk/

The London to Lewes Way Roman Road is shown to pass through


King’s College Sports Ground and Blythe Hill Felds making it a site

In Summer 2015 the neighbourhood hosted the first annual
Brockley Street Art Festival which saw the creation of more

of archeological importance.

than twenty high quality murals in the area http://brockleystreetart.com/

Figure 16: J W Heath & Sons, Brockley Green Farm Brickmakers At
In 2013 a small study of the local architecture in Honor Oak Park

Work c.1890. Source Lewisham Historical Archives



was undertaken with the view of creating a conservation area,

The area hosts an annual festival called the Brockley Max,
which brings together the art scene to the streets and local

7

however, the proposals were rejected .

businesses in the area and ends with a party in Hilly Fields
Park - http://brockleymax.co.uk/

A more detailed look at the build heritage is reviewed as part of


looking at community assets <<ENTER REF WHEN COMPLETE>>.

Friends of Blythe Hill Fields also hold an annual festival in
the Park.



In addition to this wider area festival, the micro
neighbourhoods of Crofton Park and Honor Oak Park have

3.4 Industrial Heritage

also been hosting a high street festivals (usually end of
The area does not have any history of heavy industrial activity based

summer and at Christmas) known locally as Croftfest

on historical maps. According the Lewisham’s Contaminated Land

(facebook.com/croftfest & https://twitter.com/CroftFest)

8

Inspection Strategy , industrial processes where located in the

and Hopfest (https://twitter.com/HOPFestEvents)

northern part of the Borough round Deptford and Newcross.

Small industrial workshops did became established however, in the
mews behind the large houses, examples still include the hidden
Beecroft Mews. Those that popped up in the southern end of the
area in early to mid 1900s, now form the Industrial park of Malthan
road.

Figure 17: Haymaking in fields opposite St Hildas c. 1910. Source
Lewisham Historical Archives.

Other references to any industrial/employment activity are the
Brickfields at the location where Blythe Hill Fields now stands and at
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that is cherished and the annual local festivals (Croftfest/Croftmas

Figure 19: Views from Blythe Hill Fields

and Hopfest) have been a great way of celebrating local independent
shops.

3.7 Natural Heritage
Very little grand natural features remain in the area, but there are a
few quite spectacular features which sadly are mostly hidden from
view and not on people’s radar, such as the natural habitats along
the railway viaducts.
Some notable features include:


A country pathway remains, which joins Eddystone Road
Bridge with Brockley Jack. This is clearly marked in Ken

Figure 18: Blythe Hill Festival July 2015

White’s 1999 Map running through Cypress Gardens, which
has since been developed into residential housing. The

3.6 Economic & Prosperity Heritage

pathway forms part of the designated green chain walk.


The area for many years was neglected and run down. This meant
that housing was cheap and with that saw an influx of artists and

Figure 20: Croydon loop railway line; view from Darlymple Bridge
looking south

The Panoramic Views at Blythe Hill Fields, which stands at
about 70 metres high – see Figure 19.



Habitats along the Croydon railway viaduct and catford loop

musicians, with links to nearby Goldsmiths University in New Cross

viaduct forming great linear views - Figure 20. These form

and Camberwell School of Art. Many artists have built studios in their

either sites of nature conservation importance or green

back gardens and the annual 'open studios' weekend is a good

corridor designations in Lewisham’s Local Plan.

opportunity to visit some of these.

The recession of 2008 hit hard the local economy with many of the
high street shops closing down and lying empty for years. Its revival
however started to emerge after 2010 with the arrival of the London
Overground, serving the two stations at either end of the
neighbourhood being Honor Oak and Brockley Stations respective.
Since 2014 many of the shops in the northern part of the area have
once again opened. The area is now seen as being gentrified, with
soaring house prices. Local residents have repeatedly voiced the
significance of local independent shops in the area as something
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4 Policy Context
This section broadly outlines the planning policy context from National to Local that frames the neighbourhood plan. It also details any studies and subsequent policies
undertaken by Lewisham Council which are deemed relevant to the neighbourhood plan.

A neighbourhood plan attains the same legal status as the council’s

4.1 National

Local Plan once it has been agreed at a referendum and is made

4.1.1 National Planning Policy Framework (2012)
Introduced in 2012 the National Planning Policy Framework (NPFF)9
sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how
these are expected to be applied. It provides a framework within
which local people and their accountable local authorities can
produce their own distinctive local and neighbourhood plans which
reflect the needs and priorities of the community. There is an

(brought into legal force) by the local planning authority. At this point

Borough’s Local Plan (or Local Development Framework (LDF))

planning permission must be determined in accordance with the

which sets planning policies for the whole of Lewisham. Planning

development plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise

law requires that applications for planning permission must be

(see section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act

determined in accordance with the development plan, unless

2004.

material considerations indicate otherwise.
In Lewisham, their Local Plan consists of:

4.2 Regional



Lewisham Core Strategy, adopted in June 2011



Site Allocations Local Plan, adopted June 2013

The London Plan (March 2015 version)11 details the strategic



Lewisham Town Centre Local Plan

development strategy for London as a whole. There is an obligation



Development Management Local Plan, adopted November

must reflect and promote relevant EU obligations and statutory
requirements. Principally, the NPFF stipulates that any planned
development is sustainable and achieves improvements in in the
environment, economy and wellbeing of people.

The neighbourhood plan must be in general conformity with

it becomes part of the statutory development plan. Applications for

obligation for any local or neighbourhood plan to take into account
the NPPF. The NPFF also stipulates that were appropriate, the plans

4.3.1 Local Development Framework

4.2.1 London Plan

for neighbourhood plans to be in general conformity with the London

2014.

Plan. The London Plan has defined ‘Regeneration Area’s, being

The Core Strategy was adopted in June 2011 and establishes the

4.1.2 Localism Act 2011

those with the highest deprivation as well as areas of ‘Opportunity

borough-wide spatial policy context. The Site Allocations Local Plan

The Government introduced neighbourhood planning under the

and Intensification’. In these areas, the London Plan outlines its

was adopted in June 2013 and identifies the locations and sites for

Localism Act in 2011 . Neighbourhood planning gives communities

strategies and policies for development that must be adhered to. The

specific types of development needed to implement the Core

direct power to develop a shared vision for their neighbourhood and

neighbourhood area for Crofton/Honor Oak Park falls outside of

Strategy’s vision (except those sites allocated in the Lewisham Town

deliver the sustainable development they need by defining its vision

those demarcated for Lewisham, being Catford and Newcross and

Centre Local Plan). The Gypsy and Traveller’s Site(s) Local Plan will

and policies to direct sustainable development of the area. A

Deptford Opportunity Areas.

allocate a site or sites to meet the identified local accommodation

10

neighbourhood plan enables the residents to set planning policies

needs of Gypsy and Traveller communities in the borough. Local

which further augment the Local Plan policies, and use these to

Plans replace the saved polices in the Unitary Development Plan

determine future decisions on planning applications as well as to
grant planning permission through Neighbourhood Development
Orders and Community Right to Build Orders for specific
development which complies with the order.

4.3 Local
Lewisham’s development management is centred on its Local Plan
as summarized below. However, a number of other key studies,

2004. Additional to these documents are a number of supplementary
planning documents which give guidance on detailed issues. Full
details can be found on the Council’s website.

documented as evidence documents and strategies are equally
important in setting out the Borough’s policies
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The Lewisham Local plan is currently going through review, with a



consultation feedback planned for November 2015.

4.3.2 Core Strategy



The core strategy document sets out the spatial policies. It classifies

Designates Malham Road Industrial Estate as a site of Local

the allocation and development of sites and, for designated and

Employment Location (LEL) to be maintained and supported

safeguarded sites for housing, local employment locations, mixed

as locally significant employment areas.

use employment locations (MELs), town centres, sites of importance

Specifically mentions support for sustainable movement,

to nature conservation, waste management and social infrastructure

particularly for its strategic roads (of which the A205 – South

such as schools.

Circular / Standstead Road falls within the designated

areas of Lewisham as being one of the following categories:

neighbourhood boundary) as well as railway stations,



Regeneration and Growth Areas,



District Hubs,



Designates Blythe Hill Fields as a Public Open Space (POS).



Local Hubs and



Designates Allotments at: Blythe Hill.



Areas of Stability and Managed Change



Designates Brockley Hill Private Gardens as an Urban Green

including Crofton Park.

Space (UGS) as well as a SINC.
Generally, the neighbourhood is specifically covered by Spatial Policy
5, which addresses “Areas of Stability and Managed Change”.

positively promote sustainable development and help implement the
Core Strategy. It essentially provides further detail to support the
Core Strategy. Relevant policies are cross referenced in the
subsequent sections as part of the neighbourhood analysis.

MOL, POS, UGS, Green Corridor.


Railway line area between Crofton Park and Ladywell Fields
as a Green Corridor.
Duncombe Hill open space triangle as a London Square –

Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA), as set out

Amenity Green Space. These are protected by the London

in paragraph 149 of the NPPF. The primary role of the SHLAA is to

Squares Preservation Act 1931 and are classified as small

identify as many sites as possible with the potential for housing

Designates Crofton Park as a Neighbourhood Local Shopping

open spaces protected by the Act as follows: Clause 3 (1)

development and estimate when they are likely to be developed. This

Centre. It grants protection and retention of these shopping

Subject to the provisions of this Act a protected square shall

is in order to assess how Lewisham could meet its housing

areas due to their contribution to local day-to-day retail

not be used otherwise than for one of the following purposes

requirements for a minimum ten year period.

needs and employment. Relates to Policy DM 15 which

(that is to say) the purpose of an ornamental garden,

stipulates: “the Council will require the retention of Class A1

pleasure ground or ground for play rest or recreation (in this

shops, to support the provision of essential daily goods and

Act referred to as ‘authorised purposes’ and no building or

services, and ensure a range of uses consistent with the local

other structure or erection shall be erected or placed on or

character to contribute to its vitality and viability for

over any protected square except such as may be necessary

shoppers”.

or convenient for or in connection with the use and

Designates Honor Oak Road as a Local Shopping Parade.

maintenance of such square for one or more of the

Relates to Policy DM 16which stipulates: “The Council will

4.3.6 Employment Land Assessment

authorised purposes. Most of these squares, due to their

Note yet available

require the retention of Class A1 shops located in a local

small size, have not been designated as open space.

following direct designations relevant to the neighbourhood have
been found – See also Figure 21, NB online version not latest version
according to Planning Team):



Ladywell Fields (of which only a portion falls into the area as

The Development Management Local Plan includes policies which

4.3.5 Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment

Notwithstanding the wider relevance of the Local Plan policies, the





4.3.4 Development Management Local Plan



At the meeting held with Lewisham Planning Department on the 28
July 2015, the Forum were told that this was being updated. At time
of writing, the Forum have yet to see the updated SHLAA.

shopping parade or operated as a corner shop in order to

4.3.7 Property and Asset Assessment

preserve or enhance the local character and support the
provision of essential daily goods and services”, unless an
applicant can demonstrate a number of criteria including
alternative within 400 metres,

4.3.3 Site Allocations Local Plan

Note yet available

The Lewisham Site Allocations Local Plan identifies sites, usually
0.25 hectare and above, which are likely to be developed during the
lifetime of the Lewisham Local Development Framework (LDF)
(2011-2026). The Site Allocations Local Plan sets out proposals for

4.3.8 Resurveying SINCs
Note yet available
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4.3.9 Other Evidence Reports Being Considered



Housing

Lewisham has produced the following evidence reports which are all



Lewisham Housing Strategy 2015 - 202027

relevant to the deliver of the Neighbourhood Plan. All are considered



Housing Conversions Study Oct 201228

below under the section relevant to the subject matter being



Leiwsham Housing Implementation Strategy 2013 -

discussed.






201429


Social-Cultural


Housing Market Assessment 2007 – 200830.

Planning



Lewisham Cultural Strategy 2009 – 201312



Lewisham Arts Strategy 2009 - 201513



Shopfront Design Guide SDP31



Shaping our Future. Sustainable Community Strategy



Local Development Scheme Feb 201332

2008 - 202014



Residential development standards SPD 201233



Planning obligations SPD Feb 201534

Environment


Lewisham Air Quality Action Plan – Jan 200815



Contaminated Land Inspection Strategy16



Local Flood Risk Management Strategy June 201517



Strategic Flood Risk Assessment 201518



Surface Water Management Plan19



Health and Wellbeing


Health and Wellbeing Strategy Dec 201335

Open Space


Lewisham Leisure and Open Space Study – May
201020






Open Space Strategy 2012 - 201721

Employment and Economy


Employment Land Study. November 200822



Lewisham Business Growth Srategy

Built Heritage & Urban Design


Lewisham Borough Wide Character Study. October
201023



Tall Buildings Study 201224.



Pubs in Lewisham Study April 201225



Lewisham Streetscape Guide 201126
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Figure 21: Local Plan Proposals Map. Source http://www2.lewisham.gov.uk/lbl/planning/udp/maps/mapfr058.html
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